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The Anatomy of a
High-Performance Hunting Boot
Padded collar
for comfort
Waterproof
Sympatec
membrane

Heavy-duty
no-nonsense hardware
Insulated or non-insulated
Heavy-duty 2.8mm
Anfibio leather upper
One-piece
vamp construction
Protective
rubber rand

Supportive
heel contour
Cushioned
contour insole
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5.5-6 mm nylon
midsole for support

Vibram premium
traction sole

6" EXPLORER LIGHT

Photo by Bone Maniacs

Lightweight, supportive and all day comfort is everything you could ask for in a high performance
hiking boot. The Explorer Light combines premium full grain leather, supportive nylon midsoles, and
a high-traction Vibram Masai Outsole for excellent traction. Whether it’s multiple days back packing
through the Bob Marshall Wilderness or a weekend hike, the Explorer Light will perform to your highest expectations. Made in Italy.
Explorer Light Features:
• One-piece vamp construction eliminates
seams that can cause discomfort.
• 6½" tall uppers constructed with
2.8 – 3.0 mm amphibious full-grain
waterproof leather.
Simply the best quality leather available.
• Heavy nylon midsoles provide the support
needed on uneven terrain.
• Waterproof Sympatec membrane keeps
the moisture out while allowing the boot
to breath.
• Heavy duty rubber rand adds protection
and support to the upper.
• Vibram 1212 Masai High-traction Mountain
Sole for excellent traction.
• Non-insulated designed for
warmer and mild conditions.
Medium Width
(7-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14, 15)
Wide Width
(8-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14)
Weight 3.5 lbs

#6Expl Lt
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I have been a hunting guide in the Frank
Church Wilderness for seven years. From
hiking endless miles downhill to being in a
saddle for hours, the Hoffman 8" Explorer
Boot is hands down the best overall boot I
have found for my adventures.
For long hiking trips, the uninsulated boots
are lightweight, comfortable and stable,
and can get you through some really wet
and adverse conditions. Perfect for September and October hunting. The break-in time
is quick and the waterproofing on this boot
is completely dry.
Levi

8" EXPLORER

Photo by Bone Maniacs

The Hoffman Explorer is an uninsulated, lightweight mountaineering boot designed to offer unsurpassed support, ankle stability and comfort. The Explorer’s 8" one-piece 2.8-3.0 mm leather uppers,
combined with a durable rubber rand, protects your feet from thick underbrush and rocky terrain. A
breathable waterproof Sympatec membrane keeps you dry and comfortable when Mother Nature doesn’t
cooperate. Heavy duty full-length nylon insoles provide all day stability and support without giving up
flexibility. Made in Italy.
Explorer Features:
• One-piece vamp construction elimi
		 nates seams that can cause discomfort.
• 8" tall uppers constructed with
2.8 – 3.0 mm amphibious full-grain
waterproof leather. Simply the best
quality leather available.
• Heavy nylon midsoles provide the
support needed on uneven terrain.
• Waterproof Sympatec membrane keeps
the moisture out while allowing the
boot to breath.
• Heavy duty rubber rand adds
protection and support to the upper.
• Vibram 1212 Masai High-Traction
Mountain Sole for excellent traction
• Non-insulated designed for mild
conditions.
Medium Width
(7-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14, 15
Wide Width
(8-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14)
Weight 4 lbs

#8Expl
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8" INSULATED 400 EXPLORER
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When the temperature drops and the weather turns, you will be glad you invested in a pair of our
Insulated Explorer boots. Built with 400 grams of Thinsulate and a heat-regulating Windtherm lining,
our Insulated Explorer will help keep you warm and dry on your late season adventure. The Vibram
Arctic Grip sole, which is the most advanced weather-gripping system Vibram has ever created, provides
excellent durability and traction in cold weather conditions. Made in Italy.

Insulated Explorer Features:
• One-piece vamp construction
eliminates seams that can cause
discomfort.
• 8" tall uppers constructed with
2.8 – 3.0 mm amphibious full-grain
waterproof leather. Simply the best
quality leather available.
• Heavy nylon midsoles provide the
support needed on uneven terrain.
• Waterproof Sympatec membrane
keeps the moisture out while
allowing the boot to breath.
• Heavy duty rubber rand adds
protection and support to the upper.
• Insulated w/ 400 gram Thinsulate
for cooler conditions.
Medium Width
(7-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14, 15)
Wide Width
(8-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14)
Weight 4.1 lbs

#8InsExp
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10" HUNTER

Hunter Features:

A taller version of the popular 8" Explorer model, our 10" Hunter adds
even more support. Great for those late season hunts, the Hunter
features a high cuff which provides total protection and support.
Other feature include premium full grain Amphibian leather uppers
with one piece vamp construction which eliminates most seams.
The 5 1/2 mm nylon midsoles adds solid support and lateral stability
yet flexible enough when climbing to prevent heal slippage and heel
bite. A reinforced rubber rand guards against abrasion to the upper
and a Vibram outsole provides excellent traction and stability. The
Sympatex® Bootie helps keep you dry and
is 100% waterproof and windproof, and at
the same time breathable. The hydrophilic
components of the
membrane absorb
body dampness and
expel it outwards.
The result is total
comfort, with exceptional stability
and performance. 		
MADE IN ITALY.

#Hunter

• One-piece vamp construction
eliminates seams that can
cause discomfort.
• 10" tall uppers constructed
with 2.8 – 3.0 mm amphibious full-grain waterproof
leather. Simply the best quality leather available.
• Heavy nylon midsoles provide
the support needed on uneven terrain.
• Waterproof Sympatec membrane keeps the moisture out
while allowing the boot to
breath.
• Heavy duty rubber rand adds
protection and support to the
upper.
• Vibram 1212 Masai HighTraction Mountain Sole for
excellent traction
• Non-insulated designed for
mild conditions.
Medium Width
(7-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14, 15)
Wide Width
(8-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14)
Weight 5 lbs
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10" INSULATED 800 HUNTER
The new 10" Insulated Hunter boot is now available. The Insulated
Hunter was built to handle cold, late season temperatures that
often keep most hunters home. This is the warmest of all our
mountaineering boots featuring a lofty 800 grams of thinsulate. A
waterproof Sympatec bootie is added to keep you dry in the most
demanding conditions. The Vibram Bristol high traction sole adds
additional contact surface for more grip and the encapsulated
foam in the heel absorbs heel strike shock for all day comfort.
Our new 800 gram Insulated Hunter is
ideal boot for late season hunts in cold,
wet weather.
MADE IN ITALY.

#Ins
Hunter

Insulated Hunter Features:
• Insulted with 800 grams of
Thinsulate.
• Vibram bristol high-traction
sole.
• One-piece vamp construction
eliminates seams that can
cause discomfort.
• 10" tall uppers constructed
with 2.8 – 3.0 mm amphibious full-grain waterproof
leather. Simply the best
quality leather available.
• Heavy nylon midsoles provide
the support needed on
uneven terrain.
• Waterproof Sympatec
membrane keeps the
moisture out while allowing
the boot to breath.
• Heavy duty rubber rand adds
protection and support to the
upper.
Medium Width
(7-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14, 15)
Wide Width
(8-13 w/ ½ sizes, 14)
Weight 5.2 lbs

www.hoffmanboots.com
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WOMEN’S NON-INSULATED EXPLORER
Made for early season activities, our New 7"
uninsulated woman’s Explorer provides the
same great fit and support for those looking for
a non-insulated boot. Made on our ladies last,
our woman’s Explorers offer a fantastic fit that
other boots of this type do not. One piece uppers,
waterproof bootie and a high traction Vibram sole
complete this wonderful boot.
• Sizes: M 6-10 w/ Half Sizes
#Wom Non-Ins Expl

WOMEN'S 400 EXPLORER
Made especially for woman looking for a top quality hunting boot, our new
Woman's 400 Explorer has all the features as our men's boots. Built with
heat regulating Windtherm lining and 400 grams of Thinsulate, our Insulated
Explorer will help keep you warm and dry on your hunt.
The Vibram Artic Grip sole adds extra grip in regular
terrain and snow/icy conditions, and a waterproof
Sympatec liner that helps keep you dry all day. For
your fall hunts, the Woman’s Insulated Explorer is a
great choice. MADE IN ITALY.
Women's 400 Explorer Features:
• Boot Made on a Woman’s Last
• Insulated w/ 400 Gram Thinsulate
• Vibram Artic Grip Sole for High Traction
• Waterproof Sympatec Membrane
• One Piece Leather Upper
• Sizes: 6-10 w/ Half Sizes
• Weight: 3.6 lbs

#Wom Ins Explor
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7" WOMAN’S ARMOR PRO
Ladies, we have not forgot about you. Finding a durable work boot in woman’s sizes is nearly impossible…. until now. The Armor Pro boot has been one of the best boots Hoffman’s has offered to our
customers. The durability and performance of this boot has been second to none. This boots has all
the same durable features that our regular Armor Pro
has, just built for the ladies.
Women's Armor Pro Features:
• Available in Woman’s Sizes
• One piece vamp construction eliminates
seams that can cause discomfort.
• Stark rubber Coating for highly abrasive
environments
• Waterproof Sympatec
Membrane added
• Woman’s Sizes: 6-10
#Wom Arm Vib (Vibram Sole)

6" SUMMIT
A mid height mountain boot ideal for work, backpacking or early season hunts where the terrain is both
extreme and unforgiving. Hoffman's contour cushioned insole features our Dual Density PU mid-sole,
offering greater stability, comfort and durability. A SympaTex waterproof bootie is added to provide
waterproof protection for those unexpected wet days. A 5 1/2 MM Nylon mid-sole provides excellent
lateral support while providing the flex needed while making an ascent. The NEW long-wearing Vibram
Dolent sole features an alpine tread design with high edging stability for optimally precise footing
and self-cleaning tread profile. A protective rubber
rand is added to this excellent boot to help protect
the leather upper from abrasion. The Summit is an
excellent choice for early season hunters, backpacking and also as a work boot for light line work and
other task. MADE IN ITALY.
Summit Features:
• 100% Waterproof Sympatex Membrane
• Dual density PU Cushion Insole
• Long-Wearing Vibram Dolent™ Outsole.
• 5 1/2 MM Nylon Mid-Sole for Support .
• Non-Insulated 3.8 lbs/Pair (Size 9)
• Made in Italy
• Sizes 7-13 w/ Half Sizes, 14
• Weight: 3.6 lbs

#Summit

www.hoffmanboots.com
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8" AND 10" ARMOR
PRO
Created to withstand the rocky terrains of the
Dolomite region in Northern Italy, Hoffman’s
Armor Pro features a stark (bed-liner- type)
material that is bonded directly to the leather
upper. This flexible, abrasive resistant material can withstand jagged rocks and other
objects better than regular leather uppers.
Featuring a lightweight one-piece Vibram
outsole, the Armor Pro is built for the most
demanding outdoor conditions. This boot is a
great choice not only for challenging or rigorous hunting conditions, but is also a great
work boot. Available now in both 8" and 10"
height. MADE IN ITALY.

Armor Pro Features:

These are the single toughest boots I have purchased in
my life. From day one I started wearing these boots 12+hrs
daily. No break in period AT ALL - it was as if they were
already fit exactly for my foot, incredible! It doesn't matter
if I'm in a trench shoveling or operating heavy equipment
all day these boots are comfortable no matter what! I can
run up the mountains in these things. These things are
indestructible, waterproof, comfortable, supportive, and
great traction. I will definitely be buying another pair. Hoffman boots, you have made a lifetime customer
Shay F.
10

• One-piece vamp construction eliminates seams that
can cause discomfort.
• 8" and 10" tall uppers constructed with 2.8mm
full-grain leather.
• Stark rubber coating on
leather for highly abrasive
environments.
• Heavy nylon midsoles
provide the support needed
on uneven terrain.
• Waterproof Sympatec membrane and rubber coating
keeps the moisture out.
• Vibram FAR slip resistant
high-traction sole.
• Non-insulated for cool to
warm conditions.
Medium Width
(7-12 w/ ½ sizes, 13, 14, 15)
Wide Width
(8-12 w/ ½ sizes, 13)
Weight 4.4 lbs (8" boot)
#8ArmPro Vib (8" Height)
#10ArmPro Vib (10" Height)

8" INSULATED 400 ARMOR PRO
Because of the popularity of the 8” Armor Pro, Hoffman’s has decided to add a new insulated version
of this well designed boot. The Insulated Armor Pro features 400 grams of thinsulate to help keep you
warm when the weather turns fowl. Its Armor coating makes this one of the toughest boots we have had
in our line and has become an instant favorite for those in harsh conditions. This boot has all of the
same great features found in the non-insulated version but with more warmth added. MADE IN ITALY.
Insulated Armor Pro Features:
• One-piece vamp construction elimnates seams that can cause discomfort.
• 8" tall uppers constructed with 2.8mm
full-grain leather.
• 400 Gram Thinsulate .
• Stark rubber coating on leather for highly
abrasive environments.
• Heavy nylon midsoles provide the support
needed on uneven terrain.
• Waterproof Sympatec membrane and rubber
coating keeps the moisture out.
• Vibram FAR slip resistant high-traction
sole.
• Weight: 4.6 lbs

i-

Medium Width
(7-12 w/ ½ sizes, 13, 14)
Wide Width
(8-12 w/ ½ sizes, 13)

6" RHINO

#Ins Arm

Hoffman's 6" Rhino hiker is one of the toughest
hikers we have developed. Based off the success of
the Armor Pro, this rugged 6 inch hiker style boot
is coated in "stark" material (similar to truck bed
lining) making it more cut resistant, adding another
level of waterproofing, and extending the overall life
of the boot. The one piece vamp design eliminates
stitching around the foot area that will prolong
the life of the boot and the additional waterproof
Sympatec membrane helps to keep you dry. MADE
IN ITALY.
Rhino Vibram Features:
• Medium Width:
(7-12 w/ ½ sizes, 13, 14)
• Wide Width: (8-12 w/ ½ sizes, 13)
Weight: 4 lbs

www.hoffmanboots.com

#Rhino Vib
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MEINDL CRUISER
Needing a 6" boot for everyday use, back packing or work with outstanding ankle support and stability,
our 6" Cruiser by Meindl fits the bill. The German made Meindl boot has a very supportive upper that
provides excellent ankle support and stability. A waterproof Gore-Tex lining helps insure dryness and
a removable insole adds cushion to your every step. A durable Vibram style lug sole provides traction
and longtime wear. Easy to break in, the 6 Inch Meindl Cruiser Boot is ideal for those looking for a
comfortable walking/work boot with a lot of lateral support.

Meindl Cruiser Features:
• One Piece Leather Upper
• Gore-Tex Water Resistant
Liner
• Added Rubber Rand for
Additional Protection
• Non-Insulated
• Sizes 7-12 w/ half sizes, 13
• Weight: 4.1 lbs
#VCruiser
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10" MEINDL LOGGER
A serious boot for rugged outdoor use. The 10" Meindl Logger Boot is made with a one piece vamp
of 3 mm top grain leather coupled with a supportive nylon mid-soles for excellent all around support.
This non-insulated waterproof boot features a breathable Gore-Tex membrane that helps keep you
dry and a thick cushion insole adds additional comfort to every step. While developing this boot with
Meindl, Hoffman’s chose to use a heavier grain leather than Meindl’s standard boots for additional
wear and also added an extra midsole, which allows the boot to be rebuilt... something you won’t find
with standard Meindl products.
Sure to become your favorite outdoor boot due
to its awesome lateral support and stability,
try a pair of our Meindl Logger Ground boots
and see why we are excited to offer this line of
fantastic boots.
Meindl Logger Features:
• One Piece Leather Upper
• Gore-Tex Water Resistant Liner
• Added Rubber Rand for Additional Protection
• Non-Insulated
• Sizes 6-12 w/ half sizes, 13
• Weight: 4.75 lbs
#VLOG

10" INSULATED MEINDL KOOTENAI
The 10" Insulated Meindl Kootenai ground boot
adds warmth and support to every step. For those
of you who have not worn a mountaineering style
boot, ankle and leg support are extraordinary. This
boot features 400 grams of thinsulate insulation
for warmth and a Vibram style lug sole which offers good durability and sure grip traction. Heavy
duty one piece leather uppers, cushion insoles,
waterproof Gore-tex membrane and solid hardware complete this wonderful boot.
Meindl Kootenai Features:
• One Piece Leather Upper
• Gore-Tex Water Resistant Liner
• Added Rubber Rand for Additional Protection
• Insulated w/ 400 Gram Thinsulate
• Sizes 7-12 w/ half sizes, 13
• Weight: 4.9 lbs
#VKOOT

www.hoffmanboots.com
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THE MAKING OF A LEGENDARY USA PAC BOOT
For over 40 years, Hoffman Boots has been manufacturing the finest winter pac boots available in our
family-owned factory in Kellogg, Idaho. All of our leather comes from American factories that provides
American jobs— something we know you will appreciate. From hunting cabins to logging camps, providing the best quality winter footwear at Hoffman’s affordable pricing has built our reputation that
makes our name synonymous with quality.

Heavy 7–7½ ounce
oil-tanned USA leather
200 or 400 gram
Thinsulate/wool liner or
9mm felt liner
Solid brass hardware for
excellent wear
Triple stitched and glued
on uppers for maximum
strength and sealing
USA-built
contour
leather upper
design to fit
the curvature of
the leg.

High-traction
outsoles for
support and stability
14

Rebuildable, hand-laid
rubber bottoms for
maximum strength

Steel shanks for
solid arch support

Photo by Skye Clark Photography

DOUBLE INSULATED GUIDE
Hoffman’s has revamped the Guide boot, making this pac boot a hunter’s necessity. We have added a
layer of 200 gram Thinsulate into the walls of the rubber to provide additional warmth. Next, a 9mm
felt insole has been inserted into the foot bed to limit the amount of cold coming through the bottom
of the boot. An additional 200 gram or optional 400 gram Thinsulate liner woven with a 3mm felt and
Cambrelle complete the insulation in the Guide. A stout and supportive upper made in Idaho with premium 7 ½ ounce oil-tanned leather and solid brass hardware complete this wonderful boot. The Guide
is available in 10", 12" and 14" heights.
Guide Features:
• 10", 12" and 14" heights
• Industrial grade rubber
bottom.
• Designed for cooler
conditions.
• Thinsulate/Wool/Cambrelle
liner.
• Steel shank for support
• Additional insulation for
added warmth.
• Sizes 6–15
(whole sizes only).
#Guide

www.hoffmanboots.com
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HOFFMAN DOUBLE-INSULATED
MOUNTAINEER
The Hoffman Double-Insulated Mountaineer is the warmest pac boot we
offer. The rubber shell features 200 grams of Thinsulate in the walls of
the rubber, plus an additional 9mm felt insole imbedded in the foot-bed
to help prevent cold from penetrating the bottom. A removable 9mm felt
liner with a moisture-absorbing polypropylene backing
is added to complete the insulation in this boot.
We’ve added a hand-crafted 7½ oz. leather upper
made right here in Idaho to the rubber shell that
conforms to your leg. Solid brass hardware and
no-nonsense lacing completes this boot. The
Hoffman Double Insulated Mountaineer is an
excellent choice for the outdoorsman needing a
warmer boot during periods of cold temperatures
or low activity.
Mountaineer Features:
• 10", 12" and 14" heights
• Designed for colder conditions.
• 9MM wool felt liner w/ Polypropylene.
• Rebuildable bottom for extended
wear.
• Additional insulation for added
warmth.
• Steel shank for support.
• Sizes 6-15 (whole sizes only)
#Mount
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COWBOY PAC

Photo by Mystic Ranch

The Hoffman Cowboy Pac, with its narrower toe design, is built for use in a stirrup when needed. This
rugged boot features your choice of two soles: our tractor tread outsole (which is a less aggressive at
tracking debris) or the high-traction claw lug sole (with an aggressive outsole that offers outstanding
grip on multiple terrains). While other companies have lessened the quality of their boots or import
their uppers, Hoffman’s handmakes every leather upper in our Kellogg, Idaho facility using only the
finest 7-7 ½ oz. premium leather. Other features include a steel shank for arch support, a spur shelf to
hold your spurs in place, triple-stitched uppers, and rebuildable hand-laid rubber bottoms. It is insulated
with a 9mm felt liner for maximum warmth or a 400 gram Thinsulate liner, which may be substituted.
• 10", 12", 14" heights.
• Heavy 7-7 ½ ounce oiltanned American leather.
• American-built two-tone
leather upper design to fit the
curvature of the leg.
• Standard 9mm felt liner.
• Solid brass hardware for
excellent wear.
• Rebuildable, hand laid rubber
bottoms for maximum strength.
• Steel shanks for solid arch
support.
• Two sole choices to meet your
preferences.
• Triple stitched and glued on
uppers for maximum strength
and sealing.
• Sizes 7-14 (whole sizes only)

CLAW-LUG

TRACTOR

#Cowboy

www.hoffmanboots.com
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HOFFMAN FELT VOYAGER
Our new Hoffman Felt Voyager is made with our exclusive “proseries" hand-laid rubber that will outlast normal pac boot bottoms.
This combination of rubber and interlining layers of reinforced
material creates a durable bottom that is second to none. For
traction, we offer our Claw-Lug sole with stabilizing lugs for
superior traction. Our Hoffman Voyager features our exclusive
non-twisting arch guard and reinforced toe cap for longtime wear.
We attach a heavy 7 1/2 oz. oil-tanned leather upper made here in
Idaho that is triple-stitched, glued and sealed
to give you the most water-resistant felt pac
available. The Hoffman Felt Voyager makes
an excellent choice for use in cold conditions.
Voyager Features:
• 10", 12" and 14" heights.
• Removable 9mm wool/felt
liner.
• 7 ½ oz. oil-tanned leather
uppers.
• Rebuildable for years of
service.
• For colder winter conditions.
• Sizes 6-14 (whole sizes only)
#Voyager
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OUTDOORSMAN
An excellent choice for flat land use in muddy, wet conditions, the Outdoorsman provides good traction without
collecting as much debris like other soles. A heavy duty
7–71/2 oz leather upper is added to a rebuildable, scent-free
rubber bottom featuring a tractor tread
outsole. The Outdoorsman fits easily
into standard stirrups, making it a
popular choice among ranchers
and bird hunters alike. If you
work outdoors, the Outdoorsman is a lightweight, insulated
boot you’ll enjoy wearing no
matter what the weather does.
Outdoorsman Features:
• 10", 12", & 14" heights
• Designed for mild conditions.
• Thinsulate/Wool/Cambrelle
liner.
• Tire cleat sole for less debris
collecting.
• Steel shank for support.
• Sizes 7–15 (whole sizes only)
#Outdoors

www.hoffmanboots.com
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HOFFMAN PRO SERIES PACS
CLAW-LUG

AIR-BOB

PREDATOR

#Pro 13M
(Claw-Lug Sole)
PRED EXTREME #Pro A.B.

(Air-Bob Sole)

#Pro Pred.
(Predator Sole)
#Pro PredExt
(Predator Extreme)
For professional use, our industrial grade Hoffman Pro-Series Pacs are our best
selling boots— and for good reason. Less bulky than traditional felt pacs, the
Pro-Series is an ideal boot for a wide variety of outdoor activities, weather conditions and terrain. While other companies seem to be lessening the quality in
their rubber bottoms, Hoffman’s Pro Series waterproof, pure rubber bottom
is simply the toughest on the market. The crack-resistant rubber features a
steel shank for arch support and a rip-stop material built into the walls
of the rubber for unbelievable toughness. Four sole choices are
available depending on the conditions you are in.
• Industrial grade rubber bottom
• Designed for mild conditions
• Rebuildable for years of service
• 10", 12" and 14" heights
• Sizes 6–14 (whole sizes only)

HOFFMAN OUTBACK
The Outback has all the features of our Hoffman Pro
Series Pacs plus the addition of our ankle-loc stabilizer straps for added ankle support. Combined with
Hoffman’s contour fitted leather uppers, the Outback
provides the most support found in any pac boot on
the market today. This boot is an excellent choice
for hunting steep terrain or anytime that optimal
support and traction is needed. Lace ’em up tight
and you’ll be amazed at the extra ankle support the
Outback will give you.

Outback Features:
• 10", 12" and 14" height
• Industrial grade rubber bottom.
• Designed for mild conditions.
• Thinsulate/Wool/Cambrelle liner.
• Steel shank for support.
• Sizes 6–14 (whole sizes only)
#Outback
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9" CAMPER
Tired of lacing your boots up? The insulated Hoffman Camper is a pull-on style pac boot with
a Velcro closure that fits like a lace-up. It allows similar fit, comfort, and warmth as our laceup boots and is easy to get on and off. Perfect for errands, shoveling snow or around camp, the
Camper boot features a removable 400 gram Thinsulate and wool felt liner, which provides
warmth without the bulk of conventional pac boots. The Camper is available in either a traditional tractor tread sole or a more aggressive air grip sole. The Camper boot is also rebuildable for
years of service. You’ll enjoy the comfort and ease of the Camper, no matter your need.
AIR-GRIP

TRACTOR

Camper Features:
• Designed for mild
conditions
• 400 gram Thinsulate/Wool/
Cambrelle liner
• Rebuildable bottom for
extended wear
• Steel shank for support
• Velcro closure on upper
• Sizes 7-14 (whole sizes
only)
#Camper
airgrip
tractortread

SHIRTS

For a complete selection
of Hoffman’s apparel, go to
www.hoffmanboots.com
www.hoffmanboots.com
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AQUASEAL

FELT LINERS

Quickly and easily repair your boots and
shoes with this clear-drying, watertight
adhesive and sealant. It remains flexible in
any temperature and has a special applicator
that makes small and large jobs a cinch. For
use on rubber, fabric, canvas, leather, vinyl,
plastic, neoprene and more. Available in
clear or black. #AQUASEAL SR

The warmest felt liners available.
Our top quality 9 mm Polypropylene® felt liner wicks away
perspiration to keep your feet
warm and dry. We recommend an
extra set of removable liners for
all Hoffman Pacs that will be
worn on consecutive days.
10",12", 14".  
Sizes 6-15.     #FLINE

Note: these liners
will only fit
in boots designed
to take a felt liner.

PEET SHOE DRYER
Start each day with warm, dry feet. The
Peet Shoe Dryer is designed for easy use
and a lifetime of service to dry shoes,
boots or waders safely overnight. Highly
recommended by Hoffman’s for use on all
footwear products. #PEET

THINSULATE® 200 AND
400 GRAM LINERS
Extra liners are recommended and will help extend the life of your boots.
The Thinsulate®, Cambrelle® Liner is combined with wool for added
warmth and wear. An extra set of liners ensures you will always
have a dry pair. Available in 200 gram Thinsulate® in sizes 6-15.
10", 12" and 14" heights, and in 400 gram Thinsulate® in 12" and
14" heights. Note: these liners will only fit in boots designed to
take a Thinsulate liner.
#TLINE200
#TLINE400

LEATHER LACES
Full grain quality leather laces. #LLACE   
Boot height: 10" (72" lace), 12" (96" lace), 14" (108" lace),
16" (120" lace)

NYLON LACES
Extra heavy, long wearing nylon laces. Same quality laces found in all our
boots. #NLACE
Boot height: 10" (72" lace), 12" (90" lace), 14" (108" lace), 16" (120" lace)
22

DARN TOUGH SOCK
Made in U.S.A.(w/Lifetime Warranty)

“As the maker and marketer of Darn Tough Socks, we are unique. In an era of outsourcing
and corporate take-overs, we are still true to our roots. Family owned and run, in Vermont,
since 1978. In a word, local. Our experience is our reputation and we back it up with our
lifetime guarantee. If our All-Weather Performance Socks aren’t the most comfortable and
durable socks you’ve ever owned, return them for your money back. This over-the-calf sock
has an excellent fit. High density cushioning surrounds entire foot and lower leg. Custom
shrink-treated Merino wool and ribbing above the ankle ensures a proper fit. Reinforced
heel and toe with elastic support around the arch.”
Ring-toe construction for a comfortable, invisible seam. Generous sizing:
calf stretches 1" more than our traditional sock fit, allowing for a wider
range of fit. Contents: 70% Merino Wool, 26% Nylon, 4% Lycra® Spandex
#Tough

Sizes: Med (6-8 ½) Lrg(9-11 ½) XL (12 + )

THE DARN TOUGH STEELY SOCK

The Darn Tough Steely sock has added high density cushioning on the foot base and shin
that makes for a supportive feel that people on their feet all day love. A full cushioned toe
box supplies added comfort. Fine gauge Merino wool keeps them cool in the summer and
warm in the winter. True Seamless construction makes them irresistibly comfortable. Still
made in USA. Guaranteed for life. 56% Merino Wool,41% Nylon 3% Lycra® Spandex
#Steeley

HOFFMAN'S CAPS
A

For a complete selection
of Hoffman’s apparel, go to
www.hoffmanboots.com

E

C

D
Quality made Hoffman caps with adjustable back allows for a great fit. Available
in trucker style (A – D) or flat brim (E-F).
A: Dark brown solid trucker
B: Blue/Red trucker
C: Black trucker
D: Camo trucker
E: Camo Horns
F: Trucker Horns

www.hoffmanboots.com

F

B

Call 1-800-925-1599 23

...a Family Tradition Since 1926

VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.HOFFMANBOOTS.COM
HOFFMAN BOOTS, INC.

100 East Riverside
Kellogg, ID 83837
1-800-925-1599 (ORDERS)
(208) 786-4851 Repair
FAX: (208) 786-4301
http://www.hoffmanboots.com

OUR BOOT DRESSING IS SPECIALLY
FORMULATED TO PROTECT YOUR
INVESTMENT:

• Repels snow and water longer and better
• Resists salt, chemicals, and corrosives
• Restores with natural oils to resist
cracking and dry rot

• Allows leather
to breathe

• Safe for use

with waterproof
footwear

8 oz
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HOFFMAN’S
BOOT LACES
Hoffman's industrial strength boot laces
reduce eyelet wear, stay tied and last
longer. These rugged laces are specially
woven to include more strands in a tighter
weave. They are cured in natural oils, resin
and beeswax to resist fraying, dry rot, heat,
chemicals and mildew. Lace Lengths: 72",
96", 108" and 120". #HLACE

